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City & Guilds
Level 2 Diploma in Wood Machining (600/1976/1)
OVERVIEW

What does this qualification cover?
This qualification covers the basic practical skills and knowledge required to work in wood
machining roles within the furniture industry.
You will take the following mandatory units









Health and safety within furniture and furnishing making environments
Manufacturing wood-based components using jointing machines
Manufacturing wood-based components using planing machines
Manufacturing wood-based components using profiling machines
Manufacturing wood-based components using sawing machines
Planning for career pathways in furniture and furnishing industries
Professional responsibilities in furniture and furnishing making environments
Sustainability in the timber trade

And then choose one unit from the following optional units




Manufacturing wood-based components using CNC machines
Manufacturing wood-based components using powered tools
Manufacturing wood-based components using sanding machines

This is a Framework qualification.
Who could take this qualification? OR who is this qualification suitable for?
This qualification is suitable if you who wish to pursue a career in wood machining within
the furniture industry. There are no entry requirements for this qualification and it is
suitable if you are 14 years old or above.

WHAT COULD THIS QUALIFICATION LEAD TO?
This qualification could lead to jobs such as:




Furniture Installer
Wood Machinist
Furniture Manufacturing Technician

You could progress onto the ‘Furniture, furnishings and interiors apprenticeship or the
following qualifications:









Level 3 Diploma in Furniture Design and Making (600/1978/5)
Level 3 Diploma in Furnishings - Mattress Making (600/3200/5)
Level 3 Diploma in Furnishings - Modern Upholstery (600/3198/0)
Level 3 Diploma in Furnishings - Traditional Upholstery (600/3197/9)
Level 3 Diploma in Wood Machining - CNC Machines (600/3205/4)
Level 3 Diploma in Wood Machining (600/3206/6)
Level 3 Diploma in Furniture Installation (600/1977/3)
Level 3 Diploma in Furniture Restoration (600/2340/5)

WHO SUPPORTS THIS QUALIFICATION?
This qualification is supported by ‘The Worshipful Company of Furniture Makers’
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